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Chapter 5. The Continuity of Continuous Integration:
Correlations and Consequences
This chapter is currently in press as:
Ståhl, D., Mårtensson, T., & Bosch, J. (2017). The continuity of continuous integration:
correlations and consequences. In press; accepted by Journal of Systems and Software.
Abstract
The practice of continuous integration has firmly established itself in the mainstream of the
software engineering industry, yet many questions surrounding it remain unanswered. Prominent
among these is the issue of scalability: continuous integration has been reported to be possible to
scale, but with difficulties. Understanding of the underlying mechanisms causing these difficulties
is shallow, however: what is it about size that is problematic, which kind of size, and what aspect of
continuous integration does it impede? Based on quantitative data from six industry cases
encompassing close to 2,000 engineers, complemented by interviews with engineers from five
companies, this paper investigates the correlation between the continuity of continuous integration
and size. It is found that not only is there indeed a correlation between the size and composition of a
development organization and its tendency to integrate continuously. There is also evidence that the
size of the organization influences ways of working, which in turn correlate with the degree of
continuity.

5.1 Introduction
Today the agile practice of continuous integration is wide-spread in the industry. Numerous
projects – particularly large scale projects – still struggle to fully realize the practice, however.
These difficulties have been studied in related work [Roberts 2004, Rogers 2004] and by us in
previous work [Ståhl 2014b, Ståhl 2016]. As the size of a software development effort increases
several things tend to happen. The size of the code base increases, implying longer build times. The
number and the scope of tests tend to increase, implying longer test times. This in turn leads to a
decreased time frame in which to integrate one's changes – assuming one does not want to leave the
office before verifying that the change was successful. Furthermore, a great number of developers
involved implies both an increased rate of changes and more people impacted by failed integrations.
Taken together, these factors represent a significant challenge to successfully implementing
continuous integration. [Beck 2000] quite simply states that "if integration took a couple of hours, it
would not be possible to work in this style". Despite this, there are numerous examples of very large
scale implementations of continuous integration in industry – many of them arguably highly
successful – but a question worth investigating is this: are all continuous integrations
implementations equally continuous?
We posit that the answer is no: in previous work [Ståhl 2014a] we have found differences in a
number of factors, including build frequencies, integration frequencies and build durations, from
case to case. We further posit that a reasonable assumption is that such differences may be related to
the size of the software product being developed and/or the organization developing it. As [Rogers
2004] points out, a "natural reaction" to the difficulties above is to "reduce the frequency of
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commits" but that "committing less frequently means that more changes are included in each
integration, which, in turn, increases the likelihood of merge conflicts and, if integration problems
do occur, increases the difficulty of fixing those problems". In conclusion, this "undermines the
benefits of continuous integration".
In line with this we often find – both as practitioners and researchers – that members of large
projects often do not speak of continuous integration in terms of "developers committing", but
rather "teams delivering", hinting at an underlying difference in both practice and mindset [Ståhl
2014b]. That being said, those teams may integrate very frequently internally before "delivering"
their work to the mainline, and this is certainly in line with part of the practice as it is described by
[Fowler 2006]: "members of a team integrate their work frequently, usually each person integrates
at least daily – leading to multiple integrations per day". This is problematic, however, because
there may be hundreds of developers external to one's team, who are just as exposed to the
consequences of one's changes as one's team members. Conversely, only a subset of one's
organizational team may be actively involved in or affected by the integrated changes. In this sense,
it is arguably more accurate to think of anyone operating in the same code base as one's "team".
Indeed, such team internal integration is clearly incompatible with other parts of Fowler's definition,
which goes on to state that "everyone commits to the mainline every day" – not just a team branch!

Figure 9: Module dependencies and direct change impact. Circles represent modules of a
system; edges represent dependencies, pointing from the dependent to the dependency.
Shaded circles represent modules directly impacted by changes made in module a (and
consequently with which such changes need to be synchronized). Modules b and c are thus
shaded as they depend on the latest version of a – any change to a must therefore be
synchronized with b and c. Modules d, e and f, however, are isolated by their versioned
dependencies. From this point of view direct impact does not leak downstream, however:
changes in a will not affect h and consequently must not be synchronized, even though the
opposite is true. Similarly, module f would need to synchronize any changes with module g,
but they are both insulated from a.
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Consequently, we hypothesize that the size of the development context directly impacted by any
changes made by the developer – demarcated by explicitly versioned dependencies – correlates with
the continuity of continuous integration within that context. To exemplify, at one end of the
spectrum we would find microservices with separate source repositories and continuous integration
and delivery pipelines [Newman 2015], partitioning the system into clearly separated parts within
which developers are afforded a high degree of autonomy. At the other end, however, we would find
large monoliths in which any change made by that same developer results in rebuilding and retesting the entire product, because it has the potential to directly impact any other part of that
product and consequently any other member of the organization developing it. Figure 9 clarifies the
boundaries of the area of direct change impact by providing an example of how modules within a
system depend on one another and how direct impact is either contained or leaked by these
dependencies.
Following this reasoning, we phrase the following research question: What is the correlation
between size of an area of direct change impact and the continuity of continuous integration in
industry practice, and how does it affect developer behavior?
The contribution of this paper is three-fold. First, it provides both researchers and practitioners an
improved understanding of the underlying factors affecting the de facto outcome of continuous
integration practice in industry – one we in previous work have found to vary widely [Ståhl 2013] –
by investigating and documenting the correlation between multiple metrics of size and integration
continuity. Second, it sheds light on how developer behavior is affected by these factors. Third, it
discusses architectural decisions which may help practitioners in improving their continuous
integration practice and by extension the manufacturability of their software.
This paper is organized as follows. The next section provides an overview of related work with
regards to the challenges involved in scaling continuous integration. This is followed by the
employed research method in Section 5.3, and presentation of and reasoning behind the selected
metrics in Section 5.4. The results are then presented in Section 5.5 and subsequently analyzed in
Section 5.6. The findings are validated in Section 5.7, whereupon threats to validity are discussed in
Section 5.8. The paper is then concluded in Section 5.9. The full interviewee responses from the
validation interviews are available in Appendix A.

5.2 Related Work
The difficulties of scaling the practice of continuous integration – and by extension, continuous
delivery – have been highlighted in literature.
Continuous integration "build" (typically including compilation and certain types of tests)
duration varies greatly from case to case, from "a few minutes" [Woskowski 2012] to more than an
hour [Roberts 2004, Yuksel 2009]. As practitioners and as researchers in previous case studies we
have ourselves found similar or even longer durations. If [Beck 2000] is to be taken literally (see
Section 5.1), such durations are close to invalidating the practice altogether.
Apart from large projects typically taking longer to build, [Rogers 2004] points out that a larger
number of developers "increases the rate of code production" and "means that more people are
dependent on a working build". In other words, size not only increases the challenges through
increased time and resources required to compile, test and analyze the software as well as an
increased volume of changes to be compiled, tested and analyzed; size also magnifies the
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consequences of failure. This dynamic, Rogers finds, drives behaviors such as more infrequent
integrations and rigorous pre-commit procedures – a finding confirmed by us in previous work
[Ståhl 2014b].
To better understand the phenomenon, one might picture a single lane road with a checkpoint.
The guard at the checkpoint is tasked with inspecting every vehicle passing the checkpoint. If the
checks can be performed in a matter of minutes and traffic is light – say one or two vehicles an hour
– this will work well. As traffic increases, however, the guard will have trouble to keep up and
queues will begin to form, and if the checks no longer take minutes but an hour or more, the
situation becomes untenable: major congestion with dozens or hundreds of vehicles stuck in traffic
ensues. This way, size drives multiple factors which exacerbate one another.
There are multiple strategies for addressing this challenge, such as writing faster tests [Rogers
2004] or reducing compilation times. Perhaps the most frequently proposed approach is modularity,
however. To exemplify, [Roberts 2004], calls for "enterprise continuous integration" based on
modules integrated as binaries. Other sources support this view, stating that "modularizing features,
lower coupling, and increased cohesion enable deployment and continuous delivery" [Bellomo
2014] and "development needs to be modularized into smaller units, i.e. the build process needs to
be shortened so that tests can be run more frequently" [Olsson 2012].
To continue the simile of the single lane road and the checkpoint, modularization has the effect of
spreading traffic across multiple (but still single lane) roads, each with its own checkpoint – with
each checkpoint being given only a subset of the total responsibility, thereby speeding up the
procedure.
This focus on the importance of modularity supports us in our hypothesis that the size of the
context in which developers operate is relevant for successful adoption of the practice, and it is an
improved understanding of that relationship and its mechanisms that this paper targets.

5.3 Research Method
In order to answer the research question, this study searches for correlations between metrics of
direct change impact area size and the continuity of its continuous integration. This work consists of
three distinct parts. First, the identification of conducive metrics for size and continuity,
respectively. Second, the collection and analysis of primarily quantitative data from six primary
industry cases, in order to confirm or reject the hypothesis that continuity correlates with size – and
if confirmed, investigate the nature of such a correlation. Third, the validation of any resulting
conclusions through interviews with senior engineers in additional cases.

5.3.1 Metrics Identification
To search for correlations, two types of metrics must be identified: size metrics and continuity
metrics. Furthermore, for each type multiple metrics are needed, as there is some room for
interpretation of either. To exemplify, while we based on experience hypothesize that size impacts
continuity, which kind of size is actually relevant? Size of the organization, or size the source code,
or perhaps its complexity?
Consequently, with support from literature we searched for relevant metrics fulfilling several
criteria: general in the sense of being applicable to not only a single programming language or
paradigm, pragmatic in the sense of being repeatedly and reliably applicable to multiple cases with
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good tool support and widely used and recognized, not least by industry practitioners. This last part
is particularly important, as we believe that by using metrics frequently used by practitioners the
results become more accessible. The identified metrics and the reasoning behind selecting them is
presented in Section 5.4.

5.3.2 Data Collection and Analysis
As far as possible, data was collected via querying of source code management systems (e.g.
using git1 rev-list and analogous commands to count commits, committers et cetera), performing
static code analysis (using Lizard2) or continuous integration servers (e.g. counting Jenkins3 job
executions). During collection from source code management systems, any commits made by
automated agents (e.g. build scripts) were filtered out.
During the collection process it soon became evident that several of the identified metrics were
not feasible to collect as planned (see Section 5.5.2) and consequently eliminated. The remaining
metrics were collated into a table, and Pearson's test for linear correlation [Agresti 2011] was
applied to each pair of size and continuity metrics, respectively in search of statistically significant
correlations. Conclusions were then drawn from the results of this analysis as well as from
exploratory analysis of the data set. These conclusions were then used to inform the design of the
interview guide used to validate the findings (see Section 5.3.3).

5.3.3 Validation
To validate the findings and to secure generalizability, an interview guide addressing the findings
was created. Using this guide, ten separate individual interviews were conducted with ten engineers
in five independent companies, including the company of the six primary cases.
The interviews were conducted face-to-face or by phone, depending on circumstances, by one
interviewer transcribing the interviewee responses during the interview. Each response was read
back to the interviewee to ensure accuracy. The interview questions were sent to the interviewees at
least one day in advance to give them time to reflect before the interview, and each interviewee was
encouraged to provide qualitative statements and individual reflections in addition to their direct
answers.
The questions were designed to rate the extent to which the interviewees agree with a number of
statements related to the original hypothesis (see Section 5.1) and the subsequent findings. The
responses were then collated and analyzed in comparison with the findings, as presented in Section
5.7.

5.4 Metrics Identification
This section presents the selected metrics used in the study, and the reasoning behind their
selection.

1
2
3

https://git-scm.com
http://terryyin.github.io/lizard
https://jenkins.io
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5.4.1 Size Metrics
When discussing the size of an area of direct change impact, there are two distinct categories of
size measurements to consider. One is size of the software itself, e.g. the source code. The other is
the size of the organization developing that software.

5.4.1.1 Software Size
Since the first dedicated book on software metrics [Gilb 1976] was published forty years ago, a
number of approaches to measuring software size along with related concepts, such as complexity,
have been proposed. Among these, lines of code (LOC) is a ubiquitous measurement of software
size. As pointed out by [Fenton 2000], its use for measuring software effort and productivity
actually predates software engineering as a recognized discipline, and is still widely used today –
arguably in no small part because it is very straight forward to measure.
Lines of code as a metric is not without its critics, however. It has been claimed to be "a crude
measure" used "as a surrogate measure of different notions of software size (including effort,
functionality or complexity)" [Fenton 2000]. Nevertheless, it is applicable to any programming
language, with the caveat that a line of code written in one language may be more expressive – and
the code consequently denser – than a line of code written in another language. It is also widely
used and easy to reliably and automatically measure. Furthermore, according to the mathematical
framework for software engineering measurements proposed by [Briand 1996] it is a true
measurement of software size.
As for the claim that lines of code is actually used as a surrogate for other notions, we do not
dispute this; yet we argue that as the purpose of this work is not to investigate causality, but rather
to search for correlations, this is of secondary importance.
Apart from lines of code, another frequently used metric is cyclomatic complexity, also known as
the McCabe metric [McCabe 1976]. Admittedly, it is not a software size metric, but instead
measures the related concept of software complexity. Despite this, cyclomatic complexity is of
interest for two reasons. First, it makes intuitive sense that software complexity might impact the
effort of integrating parallel work and thereby the continuity of that integration. Second, like lines
of code, cyclomatic complexity is ubiquitous in the software industry with a wide array of popular
code analysis tools supporting it (Lizard, SonarQube4, ndepend5, Checkstyle6 or the Eclipse Metrics
plugin7).
In addition to these, numerous other metrics have been proposed in literature over the years. To
exemplify, [Halstead 1977] lists a number of "basic properties and their relations", namely program
length, program volume and program purity, programming effort and language level, with methods
for calculating each of these. Further, [Briand 1996] discusses and classifies a large number of
metrics in the context of their software measurements framework. For size alone they list
"#Statements, #Modules, #Procedures, Halstead's Length, #Occurrences of Operators, #Occurrences
of Operands, #Unique Operators, #Unique Operands". That being said, none of these have achieved
the popularity and tool support of lines of code and cyclomatic complexity.
While the size metrics discussed above capture the state of the software at some particular point
in time, another approach is to document the accumulated effort expended in reaching that point.
The reasoning is that software that has been under development for a long time and by a large
4
5
6
7

http://www.sonarqube.org
http://www.ndepend.com
http://checkstyle.sourceforge.net
https://sourceforge.net/projects/metrics
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number of people may be very complicated and difficult to integrate continuously,
disproportionately to its apparent size. One popular method of measuring such an effort –
particularly in agile projects – is to use Story Points [Cohn 2005] or similar estimations of effort
and/or time. The problem is that such estimations are only internally consistent within a context
with agreed upon rules or guidelines for performing that estimation. It is rare to find estimations
that are consistent and comparable across projects or organizations, not to mention across
companies. In other words, we do not find estimations of expended effort to be a feasible size
metric for the purposes of our study.
Consequently, in this work, we have selected the following two software size metrics8:
•

Si1. Lines of code: The number of lines of code in the area of direct change impact.

•

Si2. Cyclomatic complexity: The total cyclomatic complexity of the source code in the area
of direct change impact.

5.4.1.2 Organization Size
There are multiple ways in which one might measure the size of an organization, and similarly
several reasons to believe it may be an important factor. In the words of [Perry 1994], "even in the
most tool-intensive parts of the process [...] the crucial job of tracking down sources of
inconsistency and negotiating their resolution is performed by people". This and the fact that a
substantial portion of the time of software engineers is taken up by activities other than actual
programming – such as meetings and discussions – speaks to the importance of an effective
organization. Furthermore, [Brooks 1975] famously asserts that product quality is affected by
organizational structure, while the often cited Conway's Law states that "organizations that design
systems are constrained to produce systems which are copies of the communication structures of
these organizations" [Conway 1968].
The original hypothesis driving this study is that the size of an area of direct change impact may
be correlated to the continuity of its continuous integration. There are several straight forward
metrics for this size: the total headcount the organization(s) developing the software of that area and
the number of actual developers. Following our experiences described in Section 5.1, that in some
cases developers do not so much "commit" to the mainline as teams "deliver" to it, we argue that the
actual number of people performing mainline commits is also an interesting data point.
However, following the reasoning above regarding organizational and communication structures,
analyzing the complexity of the developing organization is also of interest – analogous to the
inclusion of cyclomatic complexity in software size metrics (see Section 5.4.1.1).
[Nagappan 2008] proposes a set of eight organizational metrics for the purpose of predicting
failure-prone software, some of which are strictly size related and similar to the above (e.g. number
of engineers and the percentage contributing to development), while others address what we refer to
as continuity, discussed in Section 5.4.2 (e.g. edit frequency). Several are, on the other hand, related
to organization complexity. While all of potential interest, due to scope and time restraints of our
study we selected what we consider the most promising: depth of master ownership. In the words of
[Nagappan 2008], "this metric determines the level of ownership of the binary depending on the
number of edits done" and relates to "less diffusion of activities, a single point of approval/control
which should improve intellectual control", which we argue may be related to the ability to make
rapid, frequent changes to the software.
8

With the admission that cyclomatic complexity is, strictly speaking, not a size metric, yet conducive to our purposes
as discussed in Section 5.4.1.1.
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Consequently, we have selected the following metrics of organization size:
•

Si3. Total headcount: The number of members in the organization developing the software in
the area of direct change impact, regardless of role. As opposed to Si 4, this includes not only
developers, but e.g. line managers, testers, configuration managers, product owners, project
managers et cetera.

•

Si4. Number of developers: The number of software developers in the organization
developing the software in the area of direct change impact.

•

Si5. Number of mainline committers: The number of committers to the software mainline of
the area of direct change impact.

•

Si6. Depth of master ownership: The hierarchical depth of the organization developing the
software in the area of direct change impact. Influenced by [Nagappan 2008], but adapted to
represent the maximum vertical distance between the members of the smallest
organizational unit performing at least 75% of the changes. To exemplify, if more than 75%
of all changes would be performed by developers all sharing the same manager, the depth
would be 1. If instead their closest shared manager would be their "grandparent", the depth
would be 2.

5.4.2 Continuity Metrics
Looking at the continuous integration definition provided by [Fowler 2006], it says that "usually
each person integrates at least daily" and that it allows one to "detect integration errors as quickly as
possible". To measure the continuity of the practice, then, one might study the number of
integrations (or commits) to the mainline per developer in a given time interval as well as the lead
time from commit to feedback on its build and test results. The latter is less than trivial to measure,
however: we know that the scope of activities in continuous integration varies greatly [Ståhl 2014a];
thus long lead times might simply be a consequence of an ambitious test regime. Additionally, as
test activities may be separated into stages [Brooks 2008, Sturdevant 2007, Sunindyo 2010, Yuksel
2009], i.e. providing incremental feedback, it is not obvious where to place such measurement
points. To exemplify, one case might appear to provide much faster feedback (and thus appear to be
more continuous) simply by having a smaller scope, while another case providing equivalent
feedback in the same amount of time, but in subsequent stages performs additional tests, would
appear to be slower.
Another relevant metric is the number of "builds" in an activity. Again, this has been found to
vary from case to case [Ståhl 2014a], but going back to [Fowler 2006] it is clear that "each
integration is verified by an automated build (including test)". However, apart from anecdotal
evidence and findings in related work (see Section 5.2) simple reasoning shows that this may be
problematic in large scale: if a thousand developers integrate once a day then, assuming a ten hour
working day, this results in a hundred integrations per hour, or one to two integrations per minute. If
each one is to be verified individually, that would require a very fast build indeed, not to mention
the time required for humans to analyze and act on the results of those builds.
On a related note the size of integrated changes is also of interest, given that a frequently stated
purpose of continuous integration is to avoid "big bangs" and instead make more frequent but
smaller changes, thus achieving continuous growth of verified functionality.
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Finally, our research question not only concerns correlations, but also asks for any effects on
developer behavior (see Section 5.1). If it is the case that continuous integration is less continuous
on the mainline in larger areas of direct change impact, is it possible that developers instead
integrate frequently outside of the mainline, e.g. on team branches (following our reasoning in
Section 5.1)?
Consequently, we include four continuity metrics:
•

Co1. Number of mainline commits per developer: The number of commits on the mainline
branch during the studied time period, divided by the number of developers in the area of
direct change impact.

•

Co2. Number of non-mainline commits per developer: The number of commits to branches
other than the mainline during the studied time period, divided by the number of developers
in the area of direct change impact.

•

Co3. Average mainline commit size: The average number of lines of code changed per
mainline commit during the studied time period.

•

Co4. Number of mainline builds: The number of integration builds per commit on the
mainline during the studied time period. In case of multiple subsequent activities forming a
pipeline, count the first (or "root") activity.

5.4.3 Context
In addition to the above metrics, the following factors were documented for each studied case to
provide context:
•

Cn1. Age: Age of the source code in the area of direct change impact.

•

Cn2. Product type: The type of product, e.g. embedded software system or web application.

•

Cn3. Industry: The industry context, e.g. telecommunications or defense.

•

Cn4. Source code management system: The source code management system used, e.g. Git
or Subversion9.

•

Cn5. Continuous integration server: The continuous integration server used, e.g. Jenkins or
Bamboo10.

5.5 Results
This section first presents the studied cases, and then proceeds to present the collected data.

5.5.1 Primary Cases
The primary cases of the study is a set of six modules in a telecommunications system developed
by a large software company. The system has been commercially available for multiple years and is
deployed around the world; as a whole, the overarching development project is very large,
involving thousands of engineers, but the system is also highly modularized. New versions of each
9 https://subversion.apache.org
10 https://www.atlassian.com/software/bamboo
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module are continuously integrated as binaries (similarly to what is described by [Roberts 2004]),
with all inter-module dependencies handled by separately versioned interfaces and developed at
multiple sites and by separate units within the company. Consequently we regard these modules to
be separate areas of direct change impact (as defined in Section 5.1), and particularly suited for this
study as they vary greatly in size but are still within the same company and even the same overall
development project – implying that other and potentially confounding factors (such as culture or
management style) are somewhat similar.

5.5.2 Metrics Feasibility
In the data collection phase it soon became evident that not all of the identified size and
continuity metrics (see Section 5.4) were feasible, from a strictly pragmatic point of view. These are
discussed in detail below. All other metrics could be collected without significant difficulty, and are
presented in Section 5.5.3.

5.5.2.1 Software Size Feasibility
The software size metrics Si1 and Si2 (see Section 5.4.1.1) proved impossible to collect with any
satisfactory level of quality. There were several reasons for this:
•

Divergence in languages and styles: Each of the studied cases uses its own mix of
languages (predominantly C/C++, Java and Python). While a complicating factor adding
considerable noise to the resulting data, this was anticipated and would, by itself, arguably
have been manageable.

•

Divergence in tools and tests handling: All of the studied cases handle their tools and tests
differently – storing them in separate repositories, in more or less stringent directory
structures, or closely intertwined with the production code. Consequently, in some cases it
was impossible to reliably separate non-production code from production code. To cope with
this we measured the software size of each case both with and without non-production code,
but for both data sets we ended up with a significant degree of uncertainty and estimations.

Based on the difficulties above, the software size metrics Si1 and Si2 were eliminated from our
study. We still believe that software size may be a relevant factor worthy of further exploration, but
that it requires a larger population, more sophisticated metrics and/or a more homogeneous
population to be feasible.

5.5.2.2 Non-Mainline Commits Feasibility
Metric Co2 (see Section 5.4.2) was designed to capture developer behavior outside of the
software mainline by measuring how often developers commit to team or feature branches, rather
than integrating with the "master" branch. In most cases this proved impossible, however: when
used, such localized branches existed in private, unmanaged repositories with no central tracking
mechanism. Instead we collected qualitative data on de facto and recommended ways of working
with regards to non-mainline commits and branches by asking the engineers in each respective case.
This qualitative data is analyzed and discussed in comparison with the quantitative data in Section
5.6.3.
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The difficulties encountered with regards to Si1 and Si2 (see Section 5.5.2.1) prompted us to also
question the feasibility of measuring the size of commits (Co3). Analysis of the nature of the
commits, however, revealed that even if e.g. the code base included non-production code such as
various tools, these were not updated by the typical commit the same way that the production code
was: in a sense, they constituted "ballast". Consequently, this metric is much less problematic.

5.5.3 Collected Data
The collected metrics are based on 5,071 commits made by 1,049 unique committers (in
organizations of in total 1,852 engineers) over a two month period. This low number –
approximately five commits in two months per developer in organizations ostensibly practicing
continuous integrations – is interesting in itself. We again reflect on differences in mindset between
"developers committing" and "teams delivering" (see Section 5.1) and further analyze the
significance of the collected data in Section 5.6.
As described in Section 5.3.2, Pearson's test of linear correlation was applied to each pair of size
and continuity metrics, excluding Si1, Si2 and Co2 (see Section 5.5.2). The result of the correlations
analysis is shown in Table 15, with p representing the two-tailed p value and R representing
Pearson's R statistic, all calculated using the SOFA Statistics11 open source statistical package.
Metric

Co1: Mainline commits Co2: Mainline commit
size

Co4: Mainline builds
per commit

Si3: Total headcount

p: 0.1523
R: -0.662

p: 0.004796
R: 0.943

p: 0.03508
R: -0.843

Si4: Number of
developers

p: 0.1588
R: -0.654

p: 0.005981
R: 0.936

p: 0.03845
R: -0.835

Si5: Number of
committers

p: 0.1757
R: -0.635

p: 0.01039
R: 0.916

p: 0.01384
R: -0.902

Si6: Depth of master
ownership

p: 0.1417
R: -0.674

p: 0.9294
R: 0.047

p: 0.8185
R: -0.122

Table 15: Overview of Pearson's test of linear correlation results for size and continuity
metrics. Results of particular interest are highlighted in bold font.

5.6 Analysis
This section presents the analysis of the collected quantitative and qualitative data from the
primary cases. As described in Section 5.3.2, the primary method of analysis was to verify the
hypothesis by testing the correlation between the size of the developing organization and the
continuity of continuous integration. Following this direct investigation of the original hypothesis,
however, the collected data was also analyzed in a more exploratory fashion in search of
unanticipated patterns and tendencies.
The following subsections discuss a number of perspectives gained from these analyses.

11 http://www.sofastatistics.com
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5.6.1 Size of Commits and Size of Organization
As shown in Table 15, the data collected from the six primary cases shows a clear correlation
between the number of people involved and the average size of commits. This is true for the total
headcount, number of developers as well as actual committers of code during the studied two month
interval – a fact which is not entirely surprising, as these size metrics themselves are strongly
linked. Figure 10 exemplifies this by plotting Si5 versus Co3. Interestingly, this is analogous to
recent findings in related work that productivity correlates negatively with organizational size
[Scholtes 2016], which in turn builds upon a large and long-established body of work on the
economics of scale [Boehm 1984, Boehm 2000, Stigler, 1958].

Figure 10: Plot of number of mainline committers (Si5) versus average mainline commit size
(Co3).

The data does not show any correlation at all with regards to Si6. The depth of master ownership
varies between 1 and 6, and is not strictly related to the headcount of the organization: the deepest
case has far from the largest headcount. Our conclusion from this is that to the extent that depth is
relevant to the continuity it is not strong enough a factor to bear out by itself in such a small sample
size, where it is overshadowed by the headcount metrics.
Rather than considering Si6 in isolation, however, one may reason about it in combination with
the other size metrics: where headcount represents the width of an organization, Si6 represents its
depth or height, depending on perspective. We argue that such a combination of the two metrics is
not arbitrary, but that it makes intuitive sense: if the developer needs to coordinate not only with a
large number of colleagues, but colleagues far removed physically and/or organizationally, that is
reasonably an aggravating factor. Following this line of reasoning, when plotting the total
organizational area of each primary case against its continuity, the result is a somewhat increased
correlation. In the example of number of mainline committers versus commit size (see Figure 10), p
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decreases from 0.01039 to 0.009672 (see Figure 11). To summarize, we find that the collected data
shows that the headcount (or width) of the developing organization affects the average size of
commits, and consequently the continuity of continuous integration; on a more speculative note we
also argue that there is also some reason to believe that its depth may be a relevant factor, albeit a
weaker one.

Figure 11: Plot of number of mainline committers (Si5) times organizational depth (Si6) versus
average mainline commit size (Co3).

5.6.2 Frequency of Commits and Size of Organization
From the collected data we find that there is a tendency for developers of larger organizations to
commit less frequently, but with p values ranging from 0.14 to 0.18 for all size metrics (see Table
15), the correlation is not strong enough to draw any conclusions.

5.6.3 Size of Commits and Ways of Working
Looking at the graphs shown in Section 5.6.1, it is clear that – unsurprisingly – the size of the
organization is not the only factor in determining continuity: some of the cases are well below or
above of the trend line. This poses the question whether the cases above and below, respectively,
have anything in common. An interesting data point in this context is the qualitative information
received from the practitioners with regards to ways of working in each case. Labeling the cases as
either prescribing integration directly with the mainline or integration via local branches shows the
two cases of the former category below the trend line, and the four cases of the latter category all
above the trend line. Figure 12 demonstrates this by splitting the plot shown in Figure 10 into the
two categories, with separate trend lines.
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Another item of interest which presents itself when exploring the data is that the behavior of inhouse developers is, in some cases, very different from that of external consultants. Of the six cases,
three make heavy use of external consultants (more than 25% of commits): cases B, D and F shown
in Figure 12. In cases B and D – located above the trend line and integrating via local branches
rather than directly with the mainline – external consultants make significantly larger commits than
internal developers: the average external commit is approximately twice as large as the average
internal commit (across a total of 1,277 commits by 236 committers). In case F, however – well
below the trend line and emphasizing direct mainline integration – the average size of commits is
approximately the same across both populations.

Figure 12: Split of cases according to way of working with regards to integrating directly with
the mainline or via local branches. The former category is shown as yellow triangles, and the
latter as red rhombuses. The overall trend line of both categories (blue) is preserved for
reference.

While these findings are far from conclusive, we argue that they make intuitive sense and that
they do point at a very interesting phenomenon. It is entirely conceivable that external consultants,
not physically present where most of the development is conducted and therefore presumably
missing out on much of the day-to-day communication and social interaction, tend to work more
closely with other external consultants on local branches and staying there longer before integrating
with the development mainline. That is, unless directly integrating with the mainline as individual
developers – rather than delivering as a team from a local branch – is the mode of operations,
whereupon such differences are mitigated or even eradicated.
The data collected from the six primary cases is unfortunately not sufficient to conclusively
answer this question. Based on the above line of reasoning, however, regarding the behavior of
external consultants as noise in the overall data set (as it is presumably unrelated to the size of the
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area of direct change impact) and consequently removing all commits by external consultants from
the data set produces a much stronger correlation between organizational size and continuity. To
exemplify, the two-tailed p value of Si3/Co3 correlation decreases from 0.004796 to 0.001683.
Correlation with number of mainline committers (Si5/Co3) decreases similarly, and when combined
with the depth of the organization (as shown in Figure 11) decreases further in Pearson's test of
linear correlation to a p value of 0.006686 and an R value of 0.932 (see Table 15 for reference). This
correlation is also shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13: Plot of number of mainline committers (Si5) times organizational depth (Si6) versus
average mainline commit size (Co3), excluding commits by external consultants.

5.6.4 Number of Builds and Size of Organization
As shown in Table 15, the size of the organizations correlates not only with the average size of
commits, but also the frequency of builds relative to the number of commits. This correlation –
with depth of the organization taken into account, as in Section 5.6.1 – is plotted in Figure 14. Its
Pearson's p and R values are 0.01293 and -0.906, respectively.
The reason that this number is interesting is that it provides an indication of the capability to
build and test every change to the source code independently, rather than batching multiple changes
into one build (see Section 5.4.2 for a more in-depth discussion).
Looking at the values of the vertical axis the reader may reflect that even at the low end they are
all above or close to one build per commit, which intuitively should still be fine. It shall be noted,
however, that the data includes a large number of "extraneous" builds: manually triggered builds,
scheduled off-hours builds, retries et cetera. As a consequence, the number of builds acting on
newly introduced changes is much smaller.
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Figure 14: Plot of number of mainline committers (Si5) times organizational depth (Si6) versus
number of mainline builds per mainline commit (Co4).

5.6.5 Frequency of Commits and Composition of Organization
Generally speaking, all three metrics related to the "width" of the organization (Si3, Si4 and Si5)
correlate with the same continuity metrics (see Table 15). This is not surprising, as they are
themselves correlated: an organization with larger headcount tends to have more developers, which
implies more people committing code. They do not correlate perfectly, however, and there is some
variance in proportion of developers to total headcount – that is, people whose main responsibility it
is to actually develop software as opposed to working on the software product in any capacity,
including developers, testers, line managers, product owners et cetera (see Section 5.4.1.2).
Exploring this variance reveals an interesting link to developer behavior, shown in Figure 15.
Incidentally, the percentage of the organization contributing to development has also been identified
as a relevant metric for software quality in related work [Nagappan 2008].
Pearson's test of linear correlation yields a two-tailed p value of 0.04519 and an R value of
-0.821. In other words, the correlation is not as strong as the ones presented in Section 5.6.1, but
highly interesting nonetheless. It is worth pointing out that what this plot shows is not that fewer
commits are made per engineer if a lower proportion of them are developers (which would be
wholly expected, and indeed confirmed by the data collected in this study). Instead, it suggests that
the behavior of those who actually are designated developers changes the smaller the fraction of the
workforce they constitute.
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One could argue that this finding is counter intuitive: the more personnel that is available in
"supporting" roles, one might reason, the more developers should be able to focus on writing and
committing code. What this data implies is that the opposite is happening with regards to
committing frequently, with the caveat that it says little about productivity per se. On the other
hand, one might also speculate that an organization with a low proportion of developers is less
focused on actual software development as a craft than it is on other aspects of product
development, such as project planning, requirements management, documentation and reviews, and
that development practices such as continuous integration suffer as a consequence.
On a side note, it is worth noting that even in the most continuous case the number of commits
per developer is only 11.6 over a two month period – a far cry from the prescribed minimum of one
per day.

Figure 15: Plot of total headcount (Si3) over number of developers (Si4) versus number of
commits per developer during the studied two month period (Co1).

5.6.6 Context Metrics
The gathered context metrics (Cn1-5) show that each case was embedded software in the
telecommunications industry and each used Git and Jenkins for SCM and CI server, respectively.
They had been in development for three to eight years, but no correlation with continuity could be
established.
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5.6.7 The Case for Design for Manufacturability
As discussed in Section 5.1, the question driving this work is not whether large scale software
development can adhere to continuous integration – we know from experience that this is possible.
The six primary cases are a case in point: they are all integrated into a very large system,
continuously integrating and delivering new versions at a very rapid rate. We also know, however,
that it can be problematic, and related work suggests that the solution has to do with modularity
[Bellomo 2014, Olsson 2012, Roberts 2004]. It is important to understand, however, that there are
different types of modularity: a runtime modular system may well be developed, built and tested as
a monolith, and consequently qualify as but a single area of direct change impact. Hence, the
continuity of continuous integration would seem dependent on the architectural design of the
system.
The architectural style of microservices focuses on methods of splitting a software system into
small, relatively autonomous fragments, which can then be deployed, scaled and upgraded in their
own independent life cycles. Its proponents stress the importance of considering the structure of the
organization developing the system so that teams can take end-to-end ownership of "their" services |
in effect, making Conway's law work for them [Newman 2015]. In this regard, the microservices
style may be considered to be at one extreme of the modularity spectrum. That being said, a
microservices style of system architecture is not without its problems. Particularly, given its heavy
use of modern cloud oriented infrastructure, it can be difficult to achieve in an embedded software
context – a context already posing significant challenges to the adoption of continuous integration
[Mårtensson 2016] – often due to resource constraints and strict real-time requirements leading to a
higher level of integration and connectedness between components that, in turn, violates the
principles of a microservices architecture.
We believe that not only do the results presented in this paper strongly support the concepts
underpinning the microservices architectural style, but also in a broader sense point towards the
importance of considering the manufacturability (or perhaps more accurately the developability) of
software in architectural decisions: how can the software be designed and partitioned not just to
achieve desired runtime characteristics, but to optimize its development and integration? We argue
that while the concept of design for manufacturability has always been a core concern for most
engineering disciplines, it has largely been neglected in software engineering. This is not entirely
surprising, as the concept of manufacturing does not translate cleanly to the realm of software.
Nevertheless we believe that it is applicable in the slightly modified sense of developability and that
data presented in this work suggests that the size of direct change impact – and consequently
modularity – is a crucial factor.

5.7 Validation
As described in Section 5.3.3, ten individual interviews with senior software engineers in five
independent companies (one of them the company of the primary cases, see Section 5.5.1) were
conducted in order to validate the findings presented in Section 5.6 and to investigate their
generalizability. All five companies operate in separate industry segments: military aeronautics,
telecommunications, road vehicles, video surveillance and military electronics and radar,
respectively. All five companies are members of Software Center12.

12 http://software-center.se
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5.7.1 Interview Guide
The interview guide first queried the extent of the interviewees' experience: how many years of
industry software development experience did they have, and what was the largest development
project they had been involved in, in terms of headcount? This contextual information was included
because – assuming that the findings in Section 5.6 are valid – the extent to which engineers have
experienced their effects may depend on the situations they have been exposed to.
Having explained the meaning of size and "the continuity of continuous integration", the
remaining interview questions (see Table 16) were used to query the interviewees' opinions based
on their experiences from their reference projects. For each question, the interviewees were given
the option to decline to answer in case they did not feel that they had the required experience or
insight.
Interview Questions
IQ2

Does each developer push his/her commits to the main track, or do the developers
commit to a team or feature branch, which is then integrated into the main track?

IQ3

Would you agree that there is a correlation between the size of the software
product
and the continuity of continuous integration?

IQ4

Would you agree that there is a correlation between the size of the organization
and the continuity of continuous integration?

IQ5

Which is most important for the correlation between scale and the continuity of
continuous integration – size of the organization or size of the software product?

IQ6

Would you agree that there is a correlation between hierarchical depth of the
organization and the continuity of continuous integration?

IQ7

Would you agree that there is a correlation between the proportion of software
developers (to the overall headcount of the developing organization) and the
continuity
of continuous integration?

IQ8

Would you agree that there is a correlation between the "integration time"
modularity
of the software architecture and the continuity of continuous integration?

Table 16: Validation interview questions.

The interviewees were asked to rate their answers to questions IQ 3-4,6-8 on a scale of 1 to 5, with 1
representing "Do not agree" and 5 representing "Fully agree". Similarly, they were asked to rate
their answers to IQ5 on a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 representing "Size of the organization" and 5
representing "Size of the software product". The full interviewee responses are available in
Appendix A while an overview of their responses to questions IQ3-8 is shown in Figure 16.
Questions addressing the behavior of external consultants (discussed in Section 5.6.3) were
deliberately omitted from the interview guide. This was because while the differences in behavior
exhibited in the primary cases are interesting, we believe that further data is required before
drawing any clear conclusions suitable for validation in this format. The questions were also kept at
a relatively high level of abstraction, e.g. not going into details with regards to types of continuity,
as we felt that the introduction of such specific concepts in an interview situation would only serve
to muddy the waters and risk confusing the interviewees.
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5.7.2 Interview Responses
The responses clearly show that engineers are widely experiencing a correlation between size and
continuity, confirming the quantitative data of our study (IQ 3-4). In particular, the responses suggest
a correlation in the case of organizational size. Indeed, when asked which might be the more
important factor (IQ5), the majority of interviewees considered organizational size to be the
dominant factor. It is also interesting to note that a number of the interviewees spontaneously
commented that size does not prevent continuity, but rather that it comes down to how the
architecture of the product (and the organization) deals with that size: "this works if you don't have
dependencies between the teams", "this depends on the architecture", "with decoupled components
and by allowing a certain margin of error you can reduce the impact" and "there are ways you can
architecturally mitigate [the problems]". That being said, there were dissenting voices, e.g. stating
that size is not the important factor but rather "the goal of the organization is what is essential".
Meanwhile, others agreed that there is a strong correlation, but provided the additional perspective
that not only does size affect the ability to work continuously, but also drives the need, saying that
particularly a "large project needs continuous integration but it is hard to work that way".

Figure 16: Candlestick chart of interviewee responses to questions IQ 3-8, displaying quartiles
zero through four for each question.

Interviewees gave very mixed responses with regards to correlation with organizational
hierarchies (IQ6). Some stated that it is completely irrelevant, while others believed it to be an
important factor. One take on this issue is that hierarchies can have an adverse effect on the ability
to unite on a shared vision, which in turn affects the ability to adopt continuous integration. As one
interviewee put it, "it's about communication, culture and common understanding". In summary, we
find that with regards to hierarchical depth in the development organization, the interviewee
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responses are as inconclusive as the quantitative data. That being said, we see significant potential
for further work in this area to better understand the mechanisms at play and attempting to answer
the question of why senior engineers in the industry display such divergence in their experiences
(see Section 5.9.1).
The question concerning the composition of the organization (IQ 7) yielded largely positive
responses. The interviewees reflected that, counter to the notion that more supporting roles would
enable developers, it is harmful in that it "slows down the process [because it] removes the
responsibility from developers" and "a lot of boards and forums slows down the development
process". One went so far as to say that "this is the most important issue", since "there are so many
people who don't understand software". Interestingly enough, another interviewee from the same
company and indeed the same project took the opposite view: "there is no relation between software
work and other tasks". One may speculate as to the cause of such disparate views – we find it
plausible that it is related to the individual's own background and role in the organization.
That being said, we feel compelled to comment on the undertone of frustration and urgency we
experienced from several of the interviewees in response to this question. It was clear to us that
what they perceived as the inability of an organization dominated by "people who work with
papers" to understand software in general and continuous integration in particular was a subject
they felt very strongly about. This cultural aspect and its impact on continuous integration practice
is also a subject we have discussed in previous work [Mårtensson 2016].
The final question concerning the existence of a correlation between continuity and modular
architecture (IQ8) received generally strong agreement with the majority of interviewees scoring 4
or 5. Their comments offer further support of our interpretation of the quantitative data, e.g. stating
that "if the system is large and you don't have modularity you have a constant war between changes
and conflicts between teams". Interestingly, one interviewee held what might be considered an
opposite view: yes, there is a correlation, but "it is better to have a fully integrated product" as this
"drives a common vision" which they felt was the single most important factor in achieving
continuity.
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Figure 17: Overview of the organizational size of the projects the interviewees reported
experiences from. Cases where commits were made via team or feature branches are
represented by blue squares, while cases where individuals integrate directly with the mainline
are represented by red rhombuses and highlighted by the shaded area.

One interesting observation can be made from studying IQ 2, querying the size and ways of
working of the projects the interviewees have experienced. Comparing their stated ways of working
– committing directly to the mainline or via team and/or feature branches – to the size of their
respective organizations one finds that it is only the smallest projects which actually utilize the
former strategy (see Figure 17). This way of working, in turn, appears from the quantitative data to
be linked to the continuity of continuous integration (see Section 5.6.3).
A full report of interviewee comments is presented in Appendix A.

5.7.3 Validation Summary
In summary, we find that the interviewee statements of ten senior engineers in five independent
companies confirm our analysis of the data collected from the primary cases:
•

Engineers in industry do see a correlation between size and the continuity of continuous
integration, particularly when it comes to organizational size.

•

There is no consensus among engineers in the industry regarding any correlation between
hierarchical depth in the organization and the continuity of continuous integration.

•

Engineers in industry do see a correlation between organizational composition and the
continuity of continuous integration.

•

Engineers in industry do see a correlation between modular architectural styles and the
continuity of continuous integration.
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•

There is a correlation between organizational size and ways of working with regards to
integration and branching.

5.8 Threats to Validity
This section discusses threats to construct validity, internal validity and external validity.

5.8.1 Threats to Construct Validity
In this work we have presented the hypothesis that it is the size of the area directly impacted by
changes that matters. This is what we have studied, and the statements by interviewed practitioners
lend some support to this hypothesis, but it can not be ruled out that other definitions of size –
equally applicable to the studied cases – may be as relevant or even more so. This can be interpreted
as a threat to construct validity.
Our position is that the study clearly shows that size matters. The exact details of the underlying
mechanisms are unclear, however. Consequently any attempt at defining the precise boundaries of
the entity the size of which matters are going to include a certain element of speculation, as one is
forced to reason about which connections matter and which do not. To exemplify, if one is overly
generous one might argue that the entire Internet is a single "system". If one is overly conservative,
on the other hand, one might argue that a single source file is its own isolated entity. The answer, if
indeed there is a single answer, clearly lies somewhere in between, and we argue for what we
consider to be a reasonable definition based on experiences and observations (see Section 5.1). As
long as this caveat is kept in mind, we do not believe this fact poses any significant threat to
construct validity.

5.8.2 Threats to Internal Validity
Of the 12 threats to internal validity listed by [Cook 1979], we consider Selection, Ambiguity
about causal direction and Compensatory rivalry relevant to this work.
•

Selection. The studied cases were not randomly selected, but rather purposively sampled:
they were selected to create a population of accessible cases as similar as possible in all
respects but their size. Similarly, interviewees were purposively sampled to represent as
wide a segment of the industry as possible. Considering the rationale of these samplings and
the fact that the resulting data sets are mutually supportive, however, we consider this threat
to be mitigated.

•

Ambiguity about causal direction. While we in this study discuss correlation, we are very
careful about making statements regarding causation. In other words, there is no threat to the
validity of the study per se. That being said, we do argue that causation is a plausible
explanation for our findings and that e.g. larger organizations lead to reduced continuity, but
the precise relationships deserve more in-depth attention. Consequently, we consider this to
be an important topic for further work.

•

Compensatory rivalry. When performing interviews and comparing scores or performance,
the threat of compensatory rivalry must always be considered. In our validation interviews,
however, the questions (see Table 16) were deliberately designed to be value neutral by
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assessing correlation, rather than judging own capability, performance or skill. That being
said – in line with our experiences from previous work – we found the interviewed
engineers more prone to self-criticism than to self-praise.

5.8.3 Threats to External Validity
The quantitative data is gathered from six cases within a single company. While representing a
total body of 1,852 engineers, it is conceivable that the findings from these cases are only valid for
the one company, or the one industry segment. For this reason the validation was designed to bring
in perspectives from a larger number of companies developing other types of products. By
confirming the findings from quantitative data in one case with statements from engineers in five
companies operating in separate industry segments, we argue that this threat has been mitigated.

5.9 Conclusion
In this paper we have studied the correlation between the size of software development efforts
and the ability to practice continuous integration. Based on findings in related work and our own
observations as both researchers and practitioners, we have hypothesized that the size of the
development context directly impacted by any changes made by the developer – demarcated by
explicitly versioned dependencies – correlates with the continuity of continuous integration within
that context.
To investigate this hypothesis we have identified six size metrics and four continuity metrics and
collected data from six industry cases, analyzing 5,071 commits made by 1,049 unique committers
in organizations encompassing a total of 1,852 engineers over a two month period. During this
process we found that several of the attempted metrics – lines of code, cyclomatic complexity and
developer behavior on team and/or feature branches – were, for reasons discussed in Section 5.5.2,
not feasible.
As discussed in detail in Section 5.6, however, analysis of the remaining metrics reveals that
organizational size clearly correlates with continuity – a finding which is validated by subsequent
interviews with ten senior engineers in five independent companies operating in separate segments
of the industry: military aeronautics, telecommunications, road vehicles, video surveillance and
military electronics and radar. A summary of assertions, support from quantitative data and
validating interviews and conclusions, respectively, resulting from this study is shown below.
•

Assertion: A larger software size correlates with lower continuity.

•

Support from primary cases: Product size metrics could not be gathered.

•

Support from validating interviews: Industry engineers report experiencing such a
correlation, albeit to a lesser degree than organizational size. Several interviewees qualified
their responses by saying that size matters, but it also depends on the software architecture.

•

Conclusion: We consider it plausible that software size negatively affects the continuity of
continuous integration.
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•

Assertion: A larger organizational size correlates with lower continuity.

•

Support from primary cases: A clear negative correlation with regards to size of commits
and number of builds is evident in the data. There is also a tendency for larger organizations
to commit less frequently, but the p value is not small enough to draw any definitive
conclusions.

•

Support from validating interviews: Industry engineers strongly support the correlation.

•

Conclusion: There is a clear negative correlation between organizational size and continuity
– particularly with regards to size of commits and number of builds.

•

Assertion: A larger proportion of developers in the organization correlates with higher
commit frequency.

•

Support from primary cases: The collected data shows a clear tendency of developers in
organizations with a higher proportion of non-developers to commit less frequently.

•

Support from validating interviews: Industry engineers largely support this assertion.
While some disagree, others were adamant that a software development organization with a
large proportion of non-developers will struggle to "understand software" and consequently
experience difficulties in adopting continuous integration.

•

Conclusion: We consider it highly plausible that continuity correlates positively with the
proportion of developers in the organization. That being said, even in the most continuous of
the studied cases falls far short of the often cited goal that "each person integrates at least
daily" [Fowler 2006].

•

Assertion: A modular architectural style supports continuous integration.

•

Support from primary cases: The studied cases are all modules in a larger system – a
system which is itself continuously integrated, rapidly and frequently producing new release
candidates. The larger the organization of each respective module, however, the less
continuously it is developed.

•

Support from validating interviews: Industry engineers strongly support the notion that
architecture plays a key role in enabling continuous integration, stressing a number of
factors including competition and conflicts between teams, coordination between parts of
the software and the time required for building and testing.

•

Conclusion: In line with claims in related work and the correlations found in the studied
data, we argue that breaking down large systems – software systems but perhaps even more
importantly organizations – into smaller pieces is a key enabler for continuous integration at
scale.

•

Assertion: A deeper hierarchy of the organization correlates with lower continuity.
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•

Support from primary cases: The data does not show any clear correlation.

•

Support from validating interviews: There is no consensus among the interviewed
industry engineers.

•

Conclusion: This study offers no support for the notion that hierarchical depth is an
important factor in general, but does not rule out that it may be relevant in particular
circumstances.

•

Assertion: External consultants exhibit a less continuous behavior than internal developers
when integrating via team or feature branches.

•

Support from primary cases: Half of the studied cases rely heavily on external consultants
(25% of more of commits). Of these, in the two using team or feature branches the external
consultants made approximately twice as large changes, on average. In the third case,
integrating directly with mainline, there was no significant difference between in-house
developers and external consultants.

•

Support from validating interviews: Not addressed in interviews.

•

Conclusion: We do not believe that the data set allows for any definitive conclusions, but it
does suggest an interesting phenomenon.

•

Assertion: Integrating directly with the mainline, as opposed to via team or feature
branches, leads to increased continuity. Furthermore, larger organizations tend to use team
or feature branches.

•

Support from primary cases: Among the studied cases there is a clear difference between
cases where developers integrate directly with the mainline, and cases where they do not.

•

Support from validating interviews: Analysis of the background of the interviewed
engineers reveals that only the smallest of the organizations they represent practice direct
integration with the mainline.

•

Conclusion: Our study suggests that direct integration with the mainline is superior from a
continuity point of view, but that larger organizations are unable or unwilling to work in
such a way.

5.9.1 Further Work
Apart from questions raised in Section 5.8, we believe that this study also opens up other
promising and important avenues for further work.
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The argument that a key enabler for continuous integration is the successful communication of a
shared vision in the organization – touched upon from several points of view in the interviews –
deserves further attention. It begs the question of how such a successful vision can be formulated
and how it can be communicated. Any interplay with organizational size and/or depth is particularly
interesting, as our study strongly suggests that larger organizations struggle with the adoption of
continuous integration. We hypothesize that one explanation for this could be the difficulty of
uniting on a single goal in a large organization. Another explanation could be a tendency for
engineers to focus on and optimize for their small part of the whole, as the complete system is much
too large for them to overview.
A second avenue is that of manufacturability. This work suggests that as a consequence of
architectural design decisions, software can be more or less easy to integrate, and by extension to
develop. It is far from clear what those architectural decisions are, however. Modularity – in
particular "integration time" modularity – is clearly relevant, but there are many ways to achieve
modularity and many ways to handle dependencies between modules and mapping of organization
to modules. The statement by one of the interviewees that their earlier "transfer to cross functional
teams was not good" and that their "previous component-based organization was faster" prompts a
number of questions for the research community to address.
Third, the indication that external consultants may exhibit less continuous behavior than their inhouse counterparts is highly interesting and worth of further study.
Last but not least, while this work reports on the size of areas of direct change impact and
correlations with the continuity of continuous integration, we can also identify another dimension:
the time dimension, or more accurately the life cycle dimension, of such an area. In other words,
how far in the life cycle of the product is that context decoupled (and actually not directly
impacting) from that of the larger product or system? Here, as in Section 5.6.7, we find
microservices at one end of the spectrum, where the parts of the system are first integrated in
deployment. At the other end we find a monolithic system with a single source, where the point of
integration between every developer of the product is immediately upon code commit. We consider
the question of whether and how this time dimension affects development practices in general, and
continuity in particular, to be a highly relevant area of further work.
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